In particular, it has been pointed out that the joint action of Hebbian and homeostatic 51 plasticity in synaptic ensembles could impede the formation of new functions by cancelling 52 each other (19) . Alternatively synaptic potentiation at specific dendritic locations could be 53 coordinated with heterosynaptic depression of nearby synapses within short stretches of the 54 same dendrite in order to co-operatively implement functional plasticity of single cell 55 responses. Such local plasticity could be particularly effective at reinforcing selective 56 responses in dendritic compartments displaying functionally intermixed synaptic inputs. 57
However, it is unknown whether locally coordinated synaptic plasticity occurs during 58 physiological conditions in vivo, and whether it has a role in shaping neuronal responses. 59
Here we have addressed these questions by using visual-optogenetic pairing to induce 60 receptive field plasticity in single visual cortex neurons of awake mice, and asking how such 61 neurons based on the spine volume change distribution in ChR2-neurons (a δV value of 162 ±0.25, corresponding to spines that exceeded the 97 th percentile of the ChR2-distribution; 163 Fig. S6 ). By considering spines that became significantly potentiated or depressed more than 164 two hours following pairing, we could backtrack their temporal evolution to the pairing 165 protocol (Fig. 3D) . We found that sLTP spines rapidly increased in volume right after pairing 166 followed by a moderate increase over the following two hours. In contrast, sLTD spines 167 showed a small decrease in volume soon after pairing that strongly declined over the course 168 of the following two hours until the average volume change for both sLTD and sLTP spines 169 became approximately balanced. These different temporal dynamics indicate that fast 170
Hebbian potentiation is first induced in targeted spines closely followed by heterosynaptic 171 depression of other spines acting on the timescale of minutes to hours. We then investigated 172 coordination between sLTP and sLTD spines within individual dendrites by comparing their 173 density and distribution (Fig. 3E) . The density of sLTD spines was significantly correlated 174 with, and was greater than, the density of sLTP spines (Fig. 3F) . Because spine density is 175 quite variable along dendrites, we examined the distribution of depressed spines around 176 potentiated spines by computing the deviation of sLTD spine density from the mean as a 177 function of distance from sLTP spines for each dendrite (see Materials and Methods). We 178 reasoned that if sLTD spines were more likely to be found around sLTP spines, we would see 179 a significantly larger density at short sLTP-sLTD distances. The pairing protocol indeed 180 resulted in significantly larger sLTD spine density in the vicinity of sLTP spines (Fig. 3G) . 181
182
We investigated the functional signature associated with these structural changes to evaluate 183 if they were consistent with receptive field plasticity measured at the soma. In particular, we 184 hypothesized that sLTP spines should have their receptive field centers close to or 185 overlapping the visual target as a consequence of Hebbian plasticity, whereas sLTD spines 186 would have receptive field centers located away from the target as a consequence of 187 heterosynaptic, potentially co-operative, plasticity. Spines with receptive fields overlapping 188 the target stimulus indeed increased in volume (Fig. 3H,I ), whereas spines with receptive 189 fields centered away from the target were reduced in volume (Fig. 3H,J) . These structural 190 changes were accompanied by consistent changes in GCaMP6s signal amplitude (Fig. S7) . 191 To examine at the population level whether functional plasticity of neuronal receptive fields 192 was accompanied by structural and functional changes in spines, we examined the receptive 193 fields of all spines that underwent sLTP or sLTD, relative to the target stimulus location used 194 for each neuron (Fig. 3K) . The average receptive field for sLTP spines was sharp and 195 centered on the target whereas the average receptive field for sLTD spines was distributed 196 broadly away from and around the target. The difference between these average receptive 197 fields (Fig. 3L) DsRed2, and imaged neurons 5-10 days after electroporation. Because SEP-GluA1 utilizes 213 GFP as indicator, and to determine a target stimulus for plasticity induction, we 214 electroporated GCaMP6s into neighboring neurons (Fig. 4A ) that shared a substantial 215 proportion of their subthreshold receptive field (Fig. S8) -the target was placed near their 216 receptive field. Several days after electroporation, a strong and distinct SEP fluorescence 217 signal could be observed at the surface of individual spines (Fig. 4B, left) indicating the 218 density of AMPARs inserted in the membrane. Comparing the normalized change in SEP-219
GluA1 density and volume in individual spines two or more hours following the short or long 220 pairing protocol (Fig. S4 ), we found a significant positive correlation ( Fig. 4C-E has suggested that Arc preferentially interacts with the β isoform of CaMKII and acts as an 227 inverse tag of plasticity (31) that could potentially act in local dendritic segments to mediate 228 heterosynaptic depression (32). However, the single-spine dynamics of Arc in vivo in 229 response to plasticity induction remain unexplored. We employed a monomeric EGFP-tagged 230
Arc (mEGFP-Arc) probe under the control of the Arc promoter to study the molecular 231 dynamics of Arc following the pairing protocol (31) (Fig. 4B, 
right). The accumulation of 232
Arc in dendritic spines becomes strongly significant about 2 hours following plasticity 233 induction in vitro (31). Interestingly, we found that Arc-EGFP changes during volume 234 changes were complementary to and mirrored changes in AMPAR density ( Fig. 4C- 
E). Thus, 235
Arc expression density was increased in sLTD spines and decreased in sLTP spines, 236 supporting the idea that Arc acts as an inverse tag on spines that did not previously 237 experience potentiation and therefore could be subject to heterosynaptic depression. We 238 further tested if the level of Arc-EGFP and SEP-GluA1 modulation was dendrite-specific. 239
We found that the average spine volume change for individual dendrites was correlated with 240 the average change of spine SEP-GluA1 and anti-correlated with the average change of spine 241
Arc-EGFP (Fig. 4E ). These correlations were not found for Arc-EGFP and SEP-GluA1 242 signals in the dendritic shaft. 243 244
Role of Arc in regulating AMPAR distribution and receptive field plasticity 245
To further examine the role of Arc in mediating spine-specific heterosynaptic depression in 246 vivo, we delivered small hairpin RNA (shRNA, see Materials and Methods and Fig. S9 and 247
S10) to deplete Arc in single neurons. This plasmid was electroporated together with SEP-248
GluA1 to track surface AMPAR distribution (Fig. 5A ). We imaged neurons 5-10 days after 249 electroporation to study the long-term effects of Arc depletion. Neurons in which Arc was 250 knocked down displayed dendrites populated with mature spines filled with SEP-GluA1 251 compared to control neurons with unaltered Arc expression (Fig. 5B ). The distribution was 252 skewed with a large variance in the control condition, indicating a more heterogeneous 253 distribution of surface AMPAR density as compared to the knock down condition, while the 254 latter had a lower 'hot spot index' (see Materials and Methods) indicating more closely 255 located spines with high surface SEP-GluA1 density (Fig. 5B, inset) . The functional 256 consequence of abnormal AMPAR distribution was assessed by using the pairing protocol in 257
Arc knock down neurons expressing GCaMP6s and ChR2 (Fig. 5C) . We quantified the 258 change in calcium activity following pairing by measuring average amplitude and frequency 259 of GCaMP6s transients for neurons with unaltered Arc or Arc knock down ( Fig. 5D-E) . 260
Neurons with normal Arc expression showed no changes in the average amplitude of 261 GCaMP6s transients but displayed a significant reduction of transient frequency. We posit 262 that this is caused by a strong synaptic depression in response to the pairing protocol to 263 balance the newly potentiated spines. In contrast, neurons with reduced Arc expression 264 displayed increased transient frequency after the pairing protocol (Fig. 5E ). These data 265 suggest that co-operation between synaptic potentiation and depression is altered in neurons 266 lacking Arc expression, likely causing reduced AMPAR endocytosis. We then compared the 267 distance between neuronal receptive field centers and target before and after the pairing, and 268
found that knock down of Arc prevented displacement of receptive fields toward the target 269 (Fig. 5F ), consistent with impaired functional plasticity (33). Functional and structural 270 imaging of spines indicated that the lack of neuronal receptive field plasticity could 271 potentially be explained by reduced functional segregation between potentiated and 272 depressed spines (Figs. S10 and S11). [Note that we did not find any changes in spine density 273 following the pairing protocol in any of these conditions (Fig. S12) ]. Thus, Arc is critical for 274 altering AMPAR expression at synapses and driving a mechanism that underlies receptive 275 field plasticity of neurons. 276
277
We then investigated whether coordinated spine potentiation and depression within 278 individual dendrites was altered in the absence of Arc. In contrast to neurons with normal Arc 279 expression, the density of sLTP spines was not significantly different from the density of 280 sLTD spines for neurons with Arc knock down (Fig. 5G) . Furthermore, in dendrites with 281 normal Arc expression, the pairing protocol resulted in significantly larger sLTD spine 282 density in the vicinity of sLTP spines (Fig. 5H , left) whereas this effect was absent when Arc 283 was knocked down, (Fig. 5H, right) indicating impaired spatial organization of 284 heterosynaptic plasticity around potentiated spines. In all these conditions we did not observe 285 any specific organization of potentiated spines along the dendrite (Fig. S13) 
show reduced responses from a deprived eye following monocular deprivation, followed by 294 recovery of responses when the deprived eye is re-opened (Fig. 6A) ; loss of Arc abolishes the 295 effects of monocular deprivation or visual experience (33). We imaged V1 neurons in the 296 binocular zone following 4-5 days of monocular deprivation before and after eye opening 297 during the critical period for ocular dominance plasticity (2) (Fig. 6A-C) , to assess how an 298 increase in synaptic drive from the reopened eye remodeled spines. The ocular dominance 299 index (ODI) was measured in neurons expressing GCaMP6s-P2A-mRuby (Fig. 6D) , at the 300 soma and at spines, by presenting drifting gratings to each eye separately (see Materials and 301 Methods). Layer 2/3 neurons responded to visual stimuli in both eyes (Fig. 6E ) and had 302 dendrites where spines with preference for one eye or the other were intermingled (Fig. 6F-303 G). Following monocular deprivation, the population distribution of ocular dominance index 304 for all imaged spines with visual responses was biased toward the contralateral eye, though a 305 substantial proportion of spines had significant ipsilateral responses. We then assessed the 306 level of structural plasticity several hours following eye opening, hypothesizing that specific 307 potentiation of ipsilateral eye dominated spines would be accompanied by local 308 heterosynaptic depression of contralateral eye dominated spines (Fig. 6I) . We found a 309 significant increase of potentiated and depressed spines as compared to age-matched control 310 neurons where no monocular deprivation was performed (Fig. 6J) . For neurons expressing 311
DsRed2 and Arc-EGFP we found a negative correlation of Arc-EGFP density changes with 312 spine volume changes, comparable to that obtained with the pairing protocol ( Fig. 6K; cf. Fig  313   4D ). Reopening the deprived eye led not only to potentiated spines but also to a significantly 314 larger density of depressed spines in individual dendrites (Fig. 6J,L) . Similar to the pairing 315 protocol, sLTD spines were found in significantly higher density around sLTP spines (Fig.  316   6M) . Finally, we related spine volume changes to their functional properties. Spines with 317 ODI biased toward the ipsilateral eye (ODI<0) experienced strong potentiation whereas 318 spines with responses biased towards the contralateral eye were more subject to depression 319 (Fig. 6N-O) . Thus, spine-specific plasticity accompanies recovery of V1 neurons from 320 monocular deprivation, and likely involves coordinated spatial interactions between spines 321 expressing Hebbian potentiation and heterosynaptic depression. 322
323

Discussion 324
We demonstrate here that coordinated Hebbian potentiation and heterosynaptic depression 325 within local stretches of dendrites is a key mechanism underlying functional plasticity of 326 single V1 neurons in awake animals in vivo. Potentiation of synapses with receptive fields 327 overlying a target visual location, or driven by a newly opened eye after deprivation, is 328 locally coordinated with depression of adjacent synapses with receptive fields that are off-329 target or driven by the other eye. Together, these synaptic changes co-operatively drive 330 functional plasticity of single neuron responses and shift their receptive field towards the 331 target visual location, or their ocular dominance towards the opened eye. These results 332 provide a new understanding of the mechanisms underlying the functional and structural 333 reorganization of dendritic spines following learning (3-5) and sensory loss or deprivation 334 (34-36). Furthermore, we show that Arc-mediated heterosynaptic plasticity acting at the 335 dendritic level can organize functional plasticity in neurons that have heterogeneous 336 functional synaptic inputs. This mechanism can potentially confer on individual neurons the 337 capacity to co-operatively alter functional properties that are locally distributed in different 338 domains of their dendritic tree (37) (Fig. S14) . 339
340
Locally coordinated potentiation of individual synapses together with depression of adjacent 341 synapses contrasts sharply with cell-wide global homeostatic plasticity (6), which was 342 proposed primarily as a mechanism acting over long timescales (hours to days) by which 343 neuronal firing rates are maintained within a narrow physiological range. The role of local 344 heterosynaptic depression overlaid on heterogeneous synaptic inputs, acting together with 345 sparsely distributed potentiated spines (38), has been proposed through computational models 346 
